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Abstract 

 

The Contextualization of Learning Activity Sheet (LAS) is one of the strategies of all educational endeavors in the 

middle of new normal education where teaching-learning process has become very challenging. Thus, this study 

aimed to assess and evaluate the effectiveness of the contextualized Learning Activity Sheet (LAS) in Grade Six 

English at Malok Elementary School in the modular learning amidst new normal education.In this study, the 

researcher adopted a Quantitative type of study, specifically a Descriptive-Correlational to determine the 

effectiveness of the Contextualized Learning Activity Sheet (LAS), and Self-Learning Module on how it affects the 

Academic Performance of Grade six pupils in English. This study was conducted at Malok Elementary School, 

Malok, Daladap, Sultan Kudarat amidst modular class for school year 2020-2021.Malok Elementary School is one 

of the medium elementary schools in DepEd Esperanza District II, Division of Sultan Kudarat. The respondents of 

this study were the officially enrolled Grade Six pupils at Malok Elementary School, Dalapad, Esperanza, Sultan 

Kudarat in the school year 2021-2022 amid the New Normal Education. They were selected using a total 

enumeration sampling technique. Based on the result, the contextualized Learning Activity Sheet (LAS) is very 

useful to the pupils that is why it turned to be highly acceptable in their evaluation. Hence, the realization of LAS 

definitely helps pupils understand difficult lessons in English, encourages them to learn English in a most 

interesting way, and this contains simplified and relevant activities in English. Indeed, this study concludes that the 

use of LAS is also convenient on the part of the teachers during learning assessment and giving emphasis on the 

gist of the lessons, considering the fact that the content of Self-Learning Module (SLM) is broad.  
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